Social buffering enhances extinction of conditioned fear responses by reducing corticosterone levels in male rats.
The presence of an affiliative conspecific reduces stress responses to a wide variety of stimuli, which is termed "social buffering." We previously reported that social buffering in male rats ameliorated behavioral responses, as well as hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation, elicited by an auditory conditioned stimulus (CS). In addition, subjects that experienced social buffering did not show stress responses when re-exposed to the CS the next day in the absence of an accompanying rat. However, the mechanisms underlying this enhancement of between-session extinction are poorly understood. In Experiment 1, we compared corticosterone levels at 0, 10, and 15 min after extinction training. Subjects that experienced social buffering had lower corticosterone levels than subjects that trained alone at the end of extinction training. However, corticosterone levels at 10 and 15 min after training were not affected by the experience of social buffering. These results suggest that a lower level of corticosterone during extinction training had an important role in the enhancement of extinction. To directly assess this, in Experiment 2, we manipulated the corticosterone level during extinction training. We found that a subcutaneous injection of corticosterone before extinction training blocked the enhancement of extinction by social buffering. These results demonstrate that the enhancement is caused by a low level of corticosterone during the training. Taken together, we suggest that social buffering enhances extinction of conditioned fear responses by reducing corticosterone levels in male rats.